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May 25, 2020 
 

Wow! This is our eighth issue of Messages of Hope & Healing, an opportunity for sisters to share reflections, 
poetry, prayers, quotes, scripture, photos, artwork or other inspirational messages with one another and with 
friends of the Sisters of Providence during the pandemic. Most of the following where posted on 
Facebook.com/sistersofprovidencemjp, Instagram.com/sistersofprovidencemjp, and 
sistersofprovidence.net and appreciated by a wide audience of “fans” who have been very happy to see and 
hear from Sisters of Providence. If you have questions, comments or contributions, please email them to 
anita.wilkins@providence.org.  
 
 
 

This is a great example of how the sisters and staff at St. Joseph Residence (SJR) are creating moments of joy 
during trying times. Thank you, Lisa Kumar, SJR activities coordinator, for capturing these moments with Sisters 
Pauline, Josie and Fidela.  
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This quote was contributed by Sister Charlene Hudon, in honor of Laudato Si' anniversary week. During our time 
of sheltering in place, she has been an advocate for issues that concern us as Providence people, including care of 
the Earth, how to stop human trafficking, and immigrant rights. 

 

 

 
 
 

Sister Annette Seubert: "Watching the trees move from buds to full leaves is always hopeful to me. I have watched 
my maple trees outside my apartment come to full growth. They are like companions through this COVID time." 
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Reflections on Gratitude 
By Sister Rosalie Locati 
 
The seed of gratitude nestles in the deepest recesses of the heart. From our birth it begins to bud forth 
triggered by the love, attention and sustenance of parents, family, and friends.  It begins to leaf out into a 
variety of words and actions as we grow and develop into unique persons. From the modeling, teaching, 
mentoring and educating of those around us, gratitude takes its place within our conscious attitudes, ideas and 
responses to life’s experiences. It is both an emotional response and a choice. It crosses all boundaries of 
race, age, creed, vocation, gender and nation and yet is emphasized by all great religious traditions.  
 
Gratitude engenders other virtues such as generosity, humility, compassion, wisdom, joy, integrity and 
trust. The daily practice of gratitude keeps the heart open regardless of what comes our way. The disposition 
of mindfulness, of being aware of and thankful for our blessings, helps cultivate our virtues and significantly 
diminishes or can even eradicate any obstacles to gratitude we may face.  
 
Several quotes remind me of the treasure available when we live with an attitude of gratitude and thankfulness. 
 
“At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person, each of us has cause to think 
with deep gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us.” – Albert Schweitzer 
 
“If you concentrate on finding whatever is good in every situation, you will discover that your life will suddenly 
be filled with gratitude, a feeling that nurtures the soul.”  – Rabbi Harold Kushner 
 
“I give thanks to my God every time I think of you—which is constantly, in every prayer I utter—rejoicing…at 
the way you have all continually helped promote the Gospel from the very first day,”  – Philippians 1:3-6 
 

 
Window in the lab at Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center and  

Children's Hospital in Spokane. Photo by Sister Rosalie Locati. 
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Sister Mary Wilson gave us a peek inside her prayer ministry during “life in lockdown”: 
"My focus during this time is keeping up with the news on this experience. This provides fodder for my prayer, 
as my ministry is prayer and presence. I pray especially for first responders working in hospitals (nurses, 
doctors, aides, etc.) working with people directly affected by COVID-19, including their family and friends and 
those of their patients. I write these intentions, and those who ask for prayers, on a little heart and put them in 
my prayer basket. Every day I ask Providence to watch over, heal, and be with, all in my prayer basket." 
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